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Strong from the Start: The Corettas 

 It is no secret that the South tended to lag behind the other states within the US when it 

came to racial laws and social prejudice. However, in the Fall of 1966, the first four African 

American women were accepted into the Mississippi State College for Women (MSCW). It can 

be assumed that their time spent enrolled turned out to be less than ideal, considering the fact that 

none of them remained and graduated from MSCW. When the college first desegregated, there 

were no organizations designed to operate as a safe haven for the African American students, nor 

to help them work their way into campus activities and clubs. 

 After a few years into the desegregation of MSCW, we begin to slowly see more African 

American students appear in the Meh Lady. The first time they are seen in a club or organization 

is in 
1
 in the Young Democrats. This trend continued off and on for several years, with at least 

one black student appearing in several organizations by the late sixties and early seventies. There 

still appeared to be no official social club activity for African Americans until 1971, when the 

Corettas began as a social organization “... designed to promote a more meaningful relationship 

among its members.” 

The Corettas borrowed their name from Coretta Scott King, Martin Luther King’s wife, 

as well as their morals for aiding the community and their desire to improve relationships 

                                                
1 Mississippi University for Women, Meh Lady 1968, University Archives, 93. 
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between all students.
2
 By the time the organization was formed, the number of African American 

students at MSCW had risen. The organization had a decent start with fourteen members their 

first year. However, The Spectator, the college’s newspaper, claims that the Corettas came to be 

in 1968, though no records of them existed in the Meh Lady yearbook until 1971. It is possible 

that the Corettas organization was at an embryonic phase in 1968 and the did not become official 

until three years later. This may also explain why the membership matched that of several other 

well-established clubs, considering there was possibly three years of unofficial activity. It was 

not until 1972 that the Corettas were given a short bio within the Meh Lady yearbook. According 

to the editors, the "Corettas [are] an interest group designed to promote a more meaningful 

relationship among its members. The purpose of the group is to assist charitable organizations 

and to promote a better understanding among the student body and the faculty. Membership is 

open to any "W" student.”
3
 

 In the first year that it was recognized in the Meh Lady, the organization had a total of 

fourteen members, with only three of them being white.
4
 Considering the fact that MSCW had 

only been desegregated for five years, the idea of a predominantly black organization was quite 

impressive. In just the first two years, the only repeating members were Eunice Crowell, Annie 

Otis, and Gloria Wilkerson.
56

 Crowell and Otis were seniors in 1972, which means that they 

probably stayed with the Corettas until their graduation. Wilkerson was last seen with the club in 

this year, though she would have been a sophomore. In 1973, the Corettas saw a boost in 

membership by ten individuals with a total of twenty-four total, though this time there were 

                                                
2Alex Woolbright. “Social Clubs, Sororities, Fraternities, OH MY!” The Spectator - Mississippi 

University for Women, 2012. http://www.muwspectator.com/lifestyles/2012/8/31/social-clubs-

sororities-fraternities-oh-my.html. 
3 Meh Lady 1972. 
4 Meh Lady 1971. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Meh Lady 1972. 
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twenty-two African Americans and only two whites. In the years following, the participation of 

white members declined and fluctuated between zero to one individual, and finally ceased 

entirely in 1984.
7
 

 For some unknown reason, the Corettas disappeared from the Meh Lady during the years 

1986-1988 and again in 1990-1991. However, after their apparent hiatus, they returned with a 

new look that made them more similar to an actual social club rather than an organization or 

interest group. In 1992, the Corettas appeared in the clubs and organization section with all of the 

flare of a social club. Now, unlike in previous years, they now had a unicorn mascot and their 

own organization colors.
8
 The distinction between social clubs and interests groups are important 

because it adds another reason for its existence. All social clubs and organizations are devoted to 

aiding the community and exploring common interests. However, a social group, as its name 

implies, is a group designed to form ties with one’s peers and develop friendly relationships 

among its members. It could be thought that once the Corettas took on the flare of a social club, 

it was a symbol that not only were they dedicated to their community, but creating a sisterhood 

among African American students. 

 It should also be noted that around the time of their absence in the Meh Lady, their 

numbers fluctuated at an odd rate. While they reached their peak in 1979 with 39 African 

American members, they experienced a gentle decline up until 1985. At this point, they reverted 

back to their starting numbers of fourteen to eighteen members. Before its second disappearance 

in 1991, there were only eight members in 1990. The strange hiatus that occurred in the eighties 

is unexplained since no major conflicts occurred with the university at that point in history. 

                                                
7 Alex Woolbright, The Spectator, 2012.  
8 Ibid. 
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 Coincidentally, during the “revival” of the Corettas in 1992, the infamous Ayers vs 

Fordice case was also ruled on. The Ayers Case, or United States vs. Fordice, singled out eight 

Mississippi universities that were considered to still be harboring unfair acceptance practices that 

would hinder black enrollment. The syllabus to the Ayers Case states that, “After voluminous 

evidence was presented on a full range of educational issues, the District Court entered extensive 

findings of fact on, among other things, admissions requirements, institutional classification and 

missions assignments, duplication of programs, and funding.”
9
  

To argue that the Ayers case had any effect on the activity of the Corettas simply because 

of their overlapping time line would be suspicious reasoning. However, it is a powerful 

coincidence that the organization went on hiatus during the entire length of the case and returned 

as a full fledged social club after the ruling was made. The Ayers case was focused around 

African American enrollment and participation in programs in universities around the south. The 

records left behind from the case include hundreds of files and thousands of documents. Based 

on the colossal amount of information, the very investigation could have potentially hindered the 

normal activities of African American clubs and organizations.  

It did not seem that the intentions of the Corettas was to become a black-exclusive club, 

since there was never any restrictions on who could and could not join. Their biography even 

states that membership was open to all students. However, they did succeed in becoming a place 

for fellowship among African American students in a time where the campus in general lacked 

compassion for them.  

  

                                                
9Supreme Court. “UNITED STATES v. FORDICE.” Cornell University Law School, 1992. 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/505/717. 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/supremecourt/text/505/717
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